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Abstract – In this work we develop and demonstrate the analytic coarse-mesh finite difference (ACMFD)
method for multigroup—with any number of groups—and multidimensional diffusion calculations of eigen-
value and external source problems. The first step in this method is to reduce the coupled system of the G
multigroup diffusion equations, inside any homogenized region (or node) of any size, to the G independent
modal equations in the real or complex eigenspace of the G × G multigroup matrix. The mathematical and
numerical analysis of this step is discussed for several reactor media and number of groups.

As a second step, we discuss the analytical solutions in the general (complex) modal eigenspace for
one-dimensional plane geometry, deriving the generalized Chao’s relation among the surface fluxes and
the net currents, at a given interface, and the node-average fluxes, essential in the ACMFD method. We
also introduce here the treatment of heterogeneous nodes, through modal interface flux discontinuity
factors, and show the analytical and numerical application to core-reflector problems, for a single infinite
reflector and for reflectors with two layers of different materials.

Then, we address the general multidimensional case, with rectangular X-Y-Z geometry considered,
showing the equivalency of the methods of transverse integration and incomplete expansion of the multi-
dimensional fluxes, in the real or complex modal eigenspace of the multigroup matrix. A nonlinear itera-
tion scheme is implemented to solve the multigroup multidimensional nodal problem, which has shown a
fast and robust convergence in proof-of-principle numerical applications to realistic pressurized water
reactor cores, with heterogeneous fuel assemblies and reflectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The analytic coarse-mesh finite difference ~ACMFD!
method was formally introduced by Chao1 for the one-
group one-dimensional ~1-D! ~plane! diffusion equation
with transverse leakage as an external source. The gen-
eralization to multigroups and multidimensional prob-
lems was then just briefly outlined, with more details
given for implementation in two-dimensional ~2-D! hex-
agonal geometry. Recently, Chao2 added some quite sig-
nificant comments on the analytic base function expansion
for multidimensional nodal diffusion.

In the context of our own code system for pres-
surized water reactor ~PWR! core analysis @SEANAP
~Ref. 3!# , we did develop and implement a new method-
ology that accounts for the linear and nonlinear depen-

dences of the two-group equivalent diffusion parameters
on flux-spectrum and burnup intranodal distributions.4

This methodology was later extended to implement Chao’s
ACMFD method, rigorously derived for homogeneous
nodes in two groups and generalized by us for heteroge-
neous nodes,5,6 introducing heterogeneity factors that are
nonlinearly dependent on the intranodal flux gradients.

The performance demonstrated in the 2-D ~X-Y !
and two-group implementation of this method5 was
excellent, with a very fast convergence of the nonlinear
iterations ~on nodal two-group constants, heterogeneity
factors, and transverse leakage! and high accuracy as
compared with fine-mesh calculations, while saving
the computing time spent to solve the two-node prob-
lems required in the standard nodal expansion methods
~NEMs!.

The key feature of the ACMFD method is that
the analytic solution of the diffusion equation within*E-mail: arago@din.upm.es
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homogeneous regions leads to a linear relation among
the node-average fluxes and the interface integrated fluxes
and currents at any node face. In the absence of space-
dependent external sources or transverse leakages from
multidimensional problems ~i.e., flat source or trans-
verse leakage!, the coefficients of this linear relation are
the same for any node face. For realistic source, multi-
dimensional, and heterogeneous problems, the coeffi-
cients need to be nonlinearly iterated and vary for each
node face, becoming directionally dependent.

For multigroup problems these relations are scalar
only in the modal space of the eigenvectors associated
with each eigenvalue of the matrix of the multigroup
equations, becoming matrix-vector relations in the phys-
ical space of the group fluxes and currents, resulting in
the “coupling” of all groups. By equating the physical
~continuous! fluxes and currents at the nodal interfaces
between any two neighbor nodes, an ACMFD matrix
relation is obtained, which gives the group interface cur-
rent vector in terms of the difference of the products of
two different “effective-diffusion” matrices by the vec-
tors of the nodal average group fluxes at both neighbor
nodes. Hence, Fick’s Law not only is corrected in the
diffusion coefficient and in the scalar flux gradient for
coarse-mesh nodes but also results in a nonsymmetric
matrix relation that couples the node-average fluxes of
all groups at both neighbor nodes to yield the vector for
all groups of the net currents at the interface. The seven-
diagonal symmetric linear system that results from the
three-dimensional ~3-D! fine-mesh finite difference dif-
fusion scheme for each group ~with “external” source
iteration! becomes a seven-block ~G � G blocks! diag-
onal nonsymmetric linear system for all the G coupled
groups in 3-D nodes, which are amenable to Krylov space
solvers, such as GMRES ~Ref. 6!.

Thus, in summary, the ACMFD scheme is not an ad
hoc approximation or discretization but the one that comes
out explicitly from the analytic solution of the multi-
group diffusion equations. The resulting generalized finite
difference matrix-vector relations should be regarded as
a high-order scheme since it includes the effects of the
intranodal flux shape and spectral analytic variation. Al-
though this is only rigorous for homogeneous nodes, we
showed in our previous work5,6 that by introducing
interface-dependent scalar heterogeneity factors for each
node type, precalculated by single-assembly lattice cal-
culations and a few parametrical colorsets, the ACMFD
method can be effectively and accurately implemented
for actual and quite heterogeneous operating reactors.

II. THE ANALYTIC MULTIGROUP
DIFFUSION THEORY

The basis for the analytic solution of the multigroup
diffusion equations within homogeneous regions lies in

the elimination of the nondiagonal group-to-group cou-
pling terms, due to scattering and fission, by the trans-
formation of the physical space of group fluxes into the
modal space of the complete base of eigenvectors of the
multigroup matrix. This has been known in linear alge-
bra for a long time—as found in early quantum mechan-
ics and iterative analysis books7,8—and is now general
basic knowledge in books9,10 and guides.11 In reactor
analysis, the analytic multigroup diffusion solutions were
popularized by Henry12 and applied by his students
in many MS and PhD works. We also applied them in
the mid-1980s as the basis of our synthetic linear-
discontinuous coarse-mesh finite difference method.13,14

More recently, Chao introduced the general ACMFD
method1 and reviewed it in comparison with other pre-
vious approximations.15 The decoupled modal space ap-
proach by a similarity transformation has also been
extensively developed and successfully applied by Noh
and Cho16; Cho, Kim, and Park17 ; and Woo, Cho, and
Noh18 in their analytic function expansion nodal method
for multigroup and multidimensional reactor diffusion
analysis.

In this work we address another main problem found
in the generalization of the ACMFD method for any num-
ber of neutron diffusion groups, as is the frequent appear-
ance of complex eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, even
for as few as three groups, depending on the group cut-
offs. We solved that first by working on a complex modal
space and deriving Chao’s coefficients in that space, using
complex exponential functions. Then, the transformation
back to the physical group space yields real matrix-
vector relations, which can be applied as in the two-
group diffusion equations, where the eigenvalues are
usually real. A summary of this complex algebra follows.

II.A. Diagonalizing the Multigroup Diffusion
Matrix: Uncoupled Modal Equations

Let A be the matrix of the ~coupled! system of G
equations, where G is the number of neutron groups, in
multigroup neutron diffusion theory inside a homog-
enized region ~constant coefficients!:

¹2 6f~r!&� A 6f~r!& � �D�1 6S~r!& , ~1!

where the ~column! vectors of group fluxes and external
source are enclosed in the bracket notation. The matrix
A is a real and square G � G matrix, which includes

1. in its diagonal terms the macroscopic group re-
moval cross section ~absorption � outscatter!

2. in its lower 6 upper triangular terms the in-down 6
upscatter cross sections from other groups, with
minus sign

3. in its first rows the nu-fission cross sections, multi-
plied by the fission spectrum in the top groups
and divided by the system ~whole reactor! keff

eigenvalue, if applicable, with minus sign
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4. all rows being divided by the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the corresponding group.

The multigroup matrix A is nonsymmetric, nonnor-
mal, and only partially diagonally dominant, with all
diagonal terms positive and large and all nondiagonal
terms negative or zero. In general, A is a diagonalizable
Z matrix and in many cases an M matrix7–10 a

: The spec-
trum of A includes only distinct and simple eigenvalues.
The dominant smallest eigenvalue ~fundamental mode!
is real and can be negative or positive but close to zero,
with all the associated eigenvectors of equal sign. All the
other eigenvalues have a positive real part of increasing
magnitude, with eigenvectors that can change sign. All
these eigenvectors form a complete set. For nonmultipli-
cative or multiplicative subcritical media ~k`� keff !, all
eigenvalues are positive, and A is an M matrix and thus
nonsingular.9

Because the matrix A is nonsymmetric, some of its
eigenvalues can be complex, but with pairs of complex
conjugate values, when the fission source terms make it
more nonsymmetric and less diagonally dominant. For
nonmultiplicative media all eigenvalues are real and
positive.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors ~right and left! of
the multigroup matrix A, which can be computed by the
double precision real or complex subroutines DGEEV
and ZGEEV of the LAPACK library,11 as well as the R
and R�1 diagonalizing matrices, verify

A 6um & � lm 6um & ,

^vvvm 6A � ^vvvm 6lm ,

R �1 � @um # ,

R � @vvvm # T
*

,

and

RAR �1 � @lm #diag . ~2!

The number of eigenmodes m is the number of groups G,
and some of them can be complex by pairs of complex
conjugate values and vectors. In this case the real ~dou-
ble! DGEEV subroutine returns the real part in column
m and the imaginary part in column m �1. The matrix of
left eigenvectors should be transpose-conjugated and
renormalized to be the inverse of the matrix of right
eigenvectors.

Then, the modal and the physical group fluxes and
sources are transformed by

6cm & � R 6fg & ,

6fg & � R �1 6cm & ,

6sm & � R D�1 6Sg & ,

and

6Sg & � DR �1 6sm & . ~3!

And, the system of G coupled multigroup diffusion equa-
tion ~1! is reduced to the G uncoupled modal equations:

¹2cm~r!� lmcm~r! � �sm~r! ; m � 1,G . ~4!

II.B. Solution of the Modal Equations in
One-Dimensional Plane Geometry,

No Sources: Chao’s Relations

In 1-D plane geometry, modal equations ~4! are
ordinary second-order differential equations, with ex-
ponential solutions of exponent am , with am

2 � lm . If the
eigenvalues lm and lm�1 are complex conjugate, so are
the exponents am and am�1. The general solution of the
modal homogeneous equations in this geometry is ~with
complex constants Am and Bm !

cm~x! � Am e�am x � Bm e�am x ,

am�1 � am
* ,

and

cm�1~x! � cm
* ~x! . ~5!

If the complex exponent is am � a � bi , then the general
solution of the complex modal flux cm can be expressed,
in terms of four real constants and functions, as

cm~x! � cm cosh ax cos bx � dm sinh ax cos bx

� cm�1 cosh ax sin bx � dm�1 sinh ax sin bx

� i ~�dm�1 cosh ax cos bx

� cm�1 sinh ax cos bx � dm cosh ax sin bx

� cm sinh ax sin bx! . ~6!

The Chao relations1 are obtained by calculating, now in
full complex algebra, the modal flux and net current at
the node interfaces ~x � @0, H # or @�H02, H02# ! and
then solving for the complex constants Am and Bm and
substituting in the node-average flux

aIn linear algebra, a Z matrix is a real matrix with non-
positive off-diagonal entries. A Z matrix is called an M matrix
if the real part of any eigenvalue is nonnegative ~M matrices
have many other equivalent definitions; they form a subclass
of Z matrices that have important implications in the iterative
method convergence!.

ANALYTIC COARSE-MESH FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 3
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cm~0! � Am � Bm

and

2Am � cm~0!� Jm~0!0Dam ; ~7!

Jm~0! � �Dam~Am � Bm !

and

2Bm � cm~0!� Jm~0!0Dam ; ~8!

am H Ocm � Am~e
�am H � 1!� Bm~e

�am H � 1!

� cm~0!
e�am H � e�am H

2

�
Jm~0!

Dam
� e�am H � e�am H

2
� 1� . ~9!

Reordering, we obtain the generalized Chao’s relation
for complex eigenvalues:

cm�7H

2 � � Cm
f Ocm6 Cm

j
H

2
D�1Jm�7H

2 � , ~10!

where the scalar modal coefficients Cm
f and Cm

j , real or
complex, are given by

Cm
f �

2am H

e�am H � e�am H

and

Cm
j �

e�am H � e�am H � 2

e�am H � e�am H

2

am H
. ~11!

Finally, transforming from the modal fluxes to the phys-
ical group fluxes, using Eqs. ~3!, we obtain

�fg�7H

2 �� � A f 6 Nfg & 6
H

2
A jD�1�Jg�7H

2 �� ,

A f � R �1C fR ,

and

A j � R �1C jR , ~12!

where the terms C f and C j are now the diagonal matri-
ces of the modal coefficients ~11!, complex in general,
resulting in full and nonsymmetric, but real, matrices A f

and A j . Formally, the first equation in Eqs. ~12! is equal
to the corresponding one in Chao,1 but the two defining
equations in Eqs. ~12! are now complex matrix products.
When H r 0 ~fine mesh!, the scalar modal coefficients
from Eqs. ~11! Cm

f r 1 and Cm
j r 1, and then from

Eqs. ~12! the matrices A f r I and A j r I.
We have developed a procedure to deal only with

real ~double! matrix algebra, where the diagonalizing

matrices R and R�1 are constructed as real, with a sim-
ple modification of the right and left eigenvector matri-
ces returned by the SGEEV routine of LAPACK; the C f

and C j are constructed with diagonal terms for the real
modes and 2 � 2 nondiagonal boxes for the complex
modes, thus reducing by a factor of ;4 all the matrix
computations.

From Eqs. ~12!, the ~column! vector of multigroup
net currents at the interfaces is obtained, following
Chao,1,15 as a function of the vectors of interface and
node-average fluxes by

�Jg�7H

2 �� � 7DA j�1

A f 6 Ofg &� �fg�7H

2 ��
H02

.

~13!

Equation ~13! is the half-node ACMFD formula for each
left and right interface. It is “exact” in the 1-D multi-
group diffusion approximation assumed above. It is much
like the linear finite difference discretization of the dif-
fusion approximation ~Fick’s law! but extended to in-
clude the coarse-mesh and spectral effects of the analytic
intranodal flux variation in space and spectra. The ma-
trix A f corrects the vector node-average fluxes in the
“gradient” term of the diffusion Fick’s law, and the ma-
trix A j�1 corrects the diffusion coefficient diagonal
matrix D.

But, the most remarkable property of the half-node
ACMFD formula ~13! in nodal multigroup diffusion, as
pointed out by Chao,1,15 is that it is a full matrix-vector
equation: The net currents of each group depend on the
corrected diffusion coefficients multiplied ~as matrix-
vector products! by the corrected gradients of the fluxes
in all groups. The general ACMFD Fick’s law, Eq. ~13!,
is not anymore just a corrected or nonlinear synthetic
scalar relation within each group, as, for example, in
Ref. 14 or in other previous works reviewed in Ref. 15,
but matrix-vector products coupling all groups at the node
interfaces. Only if H r 0 ~fine mesh!—since then the
matrices A f and A j become the identity matrix—do we
recover the original ~scalar! Fick’s law.

II.C. The ACMFD Method: Net Currents
at the Interfaces of Different

Homogeneous Nodes

After considering above a single homogeneous node,
we now consider the interface in one dimension between
two different homogeneous nodes, denoted by the sub-
indexes n and n � 1, and apply the continuity condition
of the physical fluxes, given by Eqs. ~12!, at the common
right interface of node n and the left interface of node
n � 1:

4 ARAGONÉS et al.
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�fn�H

2 �� � An
f 6 Ofn &�

H

2
An

j Dn
�1�Jn�H

2 ��
� �fn�1�� H

2 �� � An�1
f 6 Ofn�1&

�
H

2
An�1

j Dn�1
�1 �Jn�1�� H

2 �� . ~14!

Applying as well the continuity condition to the net cur-
rents at the common interface, the last are directly ob-
tained from Eq. ~14! as

6Jn�102& � ~An
j Dn

�1 � An�1
j Dn�1

�1 !�1

�
An

f 6 Ofn &� An�1
f 6 Ofn�1&

H02
. ~15!

Equation ~15! substituted in Eq. ~1! integrated over each
node of the system constitutes the highest-order and sim-
plest discretization of the multigroup diffusion equations
provided by the ACMFD method. It is strictly exact for
1-D multigroup diffusion problems with homogeneous
regions or nodes, and we will show later how it can keep
quite high accuracy for heterogeneous nodes and 3-D
problems. It is the simplest because it reduces to a min-
imum the number of unknowns, the average fluxes per
node and group, and the final resulting linear matrix to
solve is block-diagonal, with blocks of G � G nonzero
elements and ~1�nfaces! nonzero block-diagonals, where
nfaces is the number of faces per node.

Equation ~15! gives the vector of group net currents
at each node interface in terms of the difference of two
matrix-vector products of two different corrected diffu-
sion matrices by the vector of group fluxes averaged on
the two nodes at each side of the interface. Since the
difference ~15! has nonsymmetric coefficients, the ma-
trix of the final linear system is nonsymmetric.

II.D. Heterogeneous Nodes: Interface Flux
Discontinuity Factors

Although the above analysis is only rigorous for ho-
mogeneous nodes, we showed in our previous work,5,6

that by introducing the heterogeneity effects through
interface-dependent scalar flux discontinuity factors, as
first introduced by Koebke,19 for each node type, precal-
culated by single-assembly lattice calculations and a few
parametrical colorsets, the ACMFD method can be ef-
fectively and accurately implemented for actual and quite
heterogeneous operating reactors.

In this work, we introduce the interface flux discon-
tinuity jumps or differences in the modal space for each
node, as scalar jumps per mode in the left side of Eq. ~10!,
which were derived for a homogenized node. The actual
heterogeneous physical fluxes at the node interfaces, cal-

culated by a higher-order and detailed calculation ~such
as multigroup transport for the detailed fuel assembly,
colorset, or core-reflector problem!, are first trans-
formed to the modal space using Eqs. ~3! and then re-
lated to the homogeneous modal flux in Eq. ~10! by the
modal discontinuity difference at each interface by

R�fg
het�7H

2 �� � �cm
het�7H

2 ��
and

cm
het�7H

2 � � cm
hom�7H

2 �� dm�7H

2 � . ~16!

Then, at each interface ~6H02 above, to be dropped in
the following!, the heterogeneous ~continuous! physical
group fluxes are related to the homogeneous ~discontin-
uous! analytical group fluxes again by a matrix-vector
product that couples all groups:

�fg
het�7H

2 �� � �fg
hom�7H

2 �� � 6Fd &

and

6Fd & � R �1 6dm & , ~17!

where

6 dm & � vector of modal discontinuity jumps at the
interface, defined by Eqs. ~16!, which can
be real or complex, since the modal fluxes
are complex for the modes with complex
eigenvalues

6Fd & � new ~real! vector of physical flux disconti-
nuity jumps at each node interface.

In Eq. ~14!, the continuity at the interface between nodes
n and n � 1 should be now applied to the heterogeneous
interface physical group fluxes, so that the terms for
each node appear now decreased by the vector Fd of the
respective node and interface. Putting together Eqs. ~10!,
~12!, ~16!, and ~17!, the previous nodal coupling equa-
tion ~15! is corrected to include as well the differences of
the discontinuity vectors Fd at both sides of the nodal
interface. We are evaluating the merits of this formula-
tion as compared with our previous one, which used sca-
lar physical flux discontinuity factors.

III. THE ACMFD METHOD FOR
MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

The ACMFD method can be extended for 2-D ~and
3-D! problems, in rectangular X-Y @-Z# or triangular @-Z#
geometries, using two alternative schemes: the trans-
verse flux integration and the incomplete analytic flux

ANALYTIC COARSE-MESH FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 5
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expansion. We will show their equivalence, and subtle
differences, as introduced by Chao.1,2 For simplicity, only
the 2-D rectangular X-Y case will be considered below
because the extension to 3-D rectangular and triangular
Z geometry follows with the same guidelines and are
under implementation and testing.

III.A. The Transverse Flux Integration
Method: Approximations of

Transverse Leakage

The transverse flux integration method was intro-
duced in Ref. 20 for the NEM, with its nonlinear exten-
sion,21 and by Chao in the ACMFD method.1 Its analytical
derivation is straightforward for rectangular X-Y-Z ge-
ometries because the volumes of the transverse flux in-
tegrals are constant, and then, the transverse leakage terms
are just the difference of the net currents at the trans-
verse interfaces divided by this constant volume. The
2-D or 3-D neutron diffusion equation ~1!, within any
homogenized region or node, is then formally transverse
integrated ~i.e., in y and z! over the node and averaged
over the transverse volumes to yield the reduced 1-D
flux equations, as Eq. ~1! with r � x, or the separated
1-D modal equations, as Eqs. ~4! also with r � x. But,
now, in the right side of Eqs. ~1! and ~4!, the physical
independent neutron source Sg~x! also includes the trans-
verse leakage Lg~x!, both per unit volume and group,
and the modal independent term is just given by the ma-
trix relations ~3! as

6sm~x!& � R D�1 6Sg
*~x!&

and

Sg
*~x! � Sg~x!� @Jy

�Hy 02~x!� Jy
�Hy 02~x!� Jz

�Hz 02~x!

� Jz
�Hz 02~x!#0Hy Hz . ~18!

The solution of the modal equations ~4! with this right
side in 1-D plane geometry is now given by the general
solution ~5! of the homogeneous equation plus a partic-
ular solution p~x! of Eqs. ~4! with Eq. ~18!:

cm~x! � Am e�am x � Bm e�am x � pm~x!

and

d 2

dx 2
pm~x!� lm pm~x! � �sm~x! . ~19!

Note that for complex ~conjugate! eigenvalues, the above
modal relations also are complex and conjugate for modes
m and m � 1. Eliminating the constants, as in Eqs. ~7!,
~8!, and ~9!, the modal Chao’s relation ~10! with the
particular solution term become, in general complex,

cm�7H

2 �� pm�7H

2 �
� Cm

f @ Ocm � Tpm #

6 Cm
j

H

2
�D�1Jm�7H

2 �� pm
' �7H

2 �� , ~20!

where definitions ~11! hold and the interface values, node
averages, and derivatives ~with x! of the modal particu-
lar solutions pm~x! just subtract to the respective values
of the modal fluxes. By using relations ~3! and ~18!,
Eq. ~20! is transformed into matrix-vector product rela-
tions of the physical group fluxes, transverse currents,
and independent source ~if present!, similar to Eqs. ~12!
through ~15!.

In 2-D and 3-D problems, a nonlinear iterative scheme
can be implemented as in NEM: The transverse leakage
terms are interpolated from the previous nodal solution,
using a quadratic or cubic fit of the transverse net cur-
rents along the lines or planes of node interfaces. From
Eq. ~20! we see how this fit should be implemented for
best achievable accuracy: using the node interface aver-
aged transverse net currents and their values and deriv-
atives at each node corner or aristae. Following our
numerical experience,5,6 this nonlinear scheme con-
verges quite accurately and quickly, at the rate of
the criticality searches and the nonlinear and thermal-
hydraulic feedbacks in realistic large and heterogeneous
cores.

III.B. The Incomplete Analytic Flux
Expansion Method

Another alternative1,2,16–18 for multidimensional prob-
lems is the incomplete analytic flux expansion method
applied to the modal equations ~4!, which have the form
of the wave equation in quantum mechanics ~Schrödinger
equation for free particles in three dimensions!. The gen-
eral solution of the homogeneous modal equations ~4! is
given by any linear combination of the plane waves,
Eqs. ~5!, but now in any direction of the real and com-
plex 3-D planes:

cm~r! � �
4p

Am~km !e
km r dkm

and

7km72 � gm . ~21!

The vector km is now, in general, a complex in the 2-D or
3-D space, with the condition that its norm is the corre-
sponding eigenvalue gm of the multigroup matrix, which
can be real negative, null, or positive for the fundamen-
tal mode and real positive or complex of the positive real
part for the other modes, as established in Sec. II.A.

6 ARAGONÉS et al.
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In Cartesian coordinates the scalar product can be
written as kr � kx x � ky y � kz z, with kx

2 � ky
2 � kz

2 �
k2 � gm , where all terms are in general complex, even if
gm is real. For practical application the complete, infi-
nite, modal flux expansion ~21! has to be truncated to an
incomplete, but finite, number of terms. The lowest-
order approximation is obtained when only the plane
waves propagating in both directions along the X or Y or
Z axis are considered:

c~x, y, z! � A1 ekx � A2 e�kx � A3 eky � A4 e�ky

� A5 ekz � A6 e�kz . ~22!

To obtain the ACMFD modal relation for a given
node and face, we shall determine the six constants by
imposing the six following conditions for the face aver-
age modal flux at that face and the face-averaged trans-
verse net currents at five of the six node faces, excluding
the opposite face to the one considered. Integrating
Eq. ~22! over the node and substituting the six constants,
we obtain a similar ACMFD modal relation ~20! with
constant transverse leakage ~flat interface currents!.

The next order in the plane wave expansion is to
consider, in addition to the previous waves, the plane
waves propagating in both directions along the two di-
agonal lines across the node center and its four corners
in two dimensions, where kx � ky � k�M2, giving the
four next additional terms to Eq. ~22!:

c~x, y! � A1 ekx � {{{� A4 e�ky � A5 ek~x�y!0M2

� A6 ek~x�y!0M2 � A7 e�k~x�y!0M2

� A8 e�k~x�y!0M2 . ~23!

This is the order of expansion used in the AFEN
method.16–18 In this case we can determine the additional
four constants by several choices of constraints obtained
from the nodal flux solution of the previous iteration.
Our choice, which consistently with the transverse inte-
gration shown above has the potential for an accurate
scheme, is to impose the conditions of the net transverse
currents and their derivatives at the two corners of the
interface being considered. Thus, if we consider the in-
terface at x � H02, y � @�H02,�H02# , we impose the
following eight conditions: the modal average flux and
net current Jx at x � H02, the modal average net currents
Jy at y � 6H02, and the modal point net currents Jy

and their derivatives with x at the corners ~x � H02,
y �6H02!. This yields, after a quite elaborated algebra,
a similar result to the one obtained in Eq. ~20!. Since this
scheme has more local information around each inter-
face, it provides, in principle, an accurate and fast
converging nonlinear scheme. The extension to 3-D rect-
angular and triangular Z geometries is being imple-
mented along the same guidelines.

IV. NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE MULTIGROUP EIGENPROBLEM

We have implemented and tested the above scheme
for multigroup diffusion constants sets generated in 2, 3,
4, 8, 12, and 24 groups for realistic PWR fuel assemblies
and reflectors. First, we present the numerical and graph-
ical results for the multigroup eigenvalue problem in these
homogenized regions. Numerical validation 1-D and 2-D
results shall be provided later.

For the multigroup cross-section generation, we con-
sidered a model core-reflector problem:

1. inner core of midburnup PWR fuel: from 0 to
131.05 cm

2. outer core of high-burnup PWR fuel: in two nodes
of 10.803 cm width

3. core shroud plate of Type 304 stainless steel:
2.233 cm thickness

4. borated water reflector: up to 3 � 10.803 cm of
core-steel boundary.

We calculated this model problem in 1-D cylindrical
geometry with the WIMS-D code22 using S6 in 24 neu-
tron transport groups and realistic material conditions
and dimensions for a PWR at nominal hot full power
@4.65 wt% 17 � 17 fuel assemblies, at 22.9 and 43.1
GWd0t burnup, 3078C core inlet water temperature,
2170 ppm boron and 2940.6-MW~thermal! core power# .
The numbers of fuel rods used in the one inner and two
outer core regions were 30 546, 5244, and 5658, respec-
tively, for the WIMS cluster model ~array and rodsub
options!.

The diffusion coefficients and cross sections, as well
as the region-integrated fluxes, in 24 groups were ex-
tracted from the WIMS calculations for three homo-
geneous regions of the model problem: outer fuel, steel,
and water reflectors. The 24-group fluxes were used to
collapse the cross sections to different numbers of groups:
24, 12, 8, 6, 4, 3, and 2, where we compute the multi-
group diffusion matrices, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors
of the analytic multigroup diffusion theory, as well
as Chao’s and other response matrices for 1-D plane
geometry.

IV.A. Analysis of the Multigroup Matrix:
Trace, Norm, and Spectral Radius

First, we analyze the eigenvalue spectra of the multi-
group diffusion matrices of the above three materials for
several numbers of groups. The maximum information
that can be directly obtained from the multigroup matri-
ces is given by the spectral theorems of linear alge-
bra.9,10 The simplest bound is that the absolute value of
any eigenvalue should be less than or equal to any ma-
trix norm. In particular, the spectral radius, defined by
the maximum absolute eigenvalue, is bounded by the
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Fröbenius norm. Figure 1 plots the traces, F-norms, and
spectral radius for the multigroup matrices of the three
materials given above with several numbers of groups,
where a trend of increasing the above bounds with the
number of groups is clearly observed. But, a more pre-
cise localization of all the eigenvalues can be obtained
from the following theorem.

IV.B. Analysis of the Multigroup Matrix
Spectrum: Gerschgorin Disks and

Eigenvalues

The Gerschgorin theorem9,10 says that any eigen-
value of any matrix A is located inside one of the closed
circles or disks of the complex plane centered at the
diagonal elements aii ~in the real positive axis for real Z
or M matrices! and their radii are the sums of the abso-
lute values of all the nondiagonal elements in the same
row or column. In other words, the union of the Gersch-
gorin disks contains the spectrum of all the eigenvalues
s~A!. A corollary is that if there are m disks whose union
S is disjoint from all other disks, then S contains exactly
m eigenvalues. If all disks were disjoint, each disk must
contain exactly one eigenvalue.

Figure 2 plots the Gerschgorin disks and the eigen-
values for the multigroup diffusion matrices of the above
materials ~fuel, steel, and water! for the cases of 6 and 12
groups. We see that the disks for water are about twice as
large as the disks for fuel, while the disks for steel are
about or less that one-tenth of the water disks. The disks
for 12 groups are about twice the disks for 6 groups.
Only for steel is it inferred that the matrix in nonsingular.

The differences in the spatial and spectral responses
within each material region are given by the am eigen-
values ~am

2 � lm ! and the R and R�1 matrices of eigen-
vectors. In Figure 3, we plot the real part of the am for

the different modes calculated for the fuel, water, and
steel materials of the model problem. We see in Fig. 3
how the first mode am eigenvalue ~fundamental mode! is
quite different for these materials ~positive and large for
water to near zero for fuel!. The next eigenvalues always
have a positive and increasing real part, which are not so
different among the materials. The am modes from sec-
ond to sixth or so increase almost linearly in this loga-
rithmic plot, showing how the associated modal terms
vanish much faster with the distance from the boundaries.

V. ANALYTIC MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION AT
THE CORE-REFLECTOR BOUNDARY

AND OUTER REFLECTORS

A strong spectral change is observed at the core-
reflector boundaries, which intensifies the effects of the
reflector heterogeneities, such as the presence of a thick
steel plate as a radial core support or shroud. Similar or
more complex heterogeneities are found in both the ra-
dial and axial reflectors at specific elevations or reactor
designs.

Figure 4 shows the 24-group transport fluxes inside
regions 2, 3, and 4 of the model problem defined above,
from 131.05 to 185.06 cm. We see here the fundamental
mode exponential flux decay, well inside the homoge-
neous regions ~outer subcritical core and water reflector!,
and the strong transient modes at the core-steel-water
boundaries, with a quite different behavior in the fast
and thermal groups.

Figure 5 shows the normalized flux spectra per unit
energy in 24 groups at selected region interfaces. The
change of the neutron spectrum from the core to the
water reflector is quite large and rather noticeable at
the steel-water interface.

Fig. 1. Trace, F-norm, and spectral radius.
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If the reflector is explicitly accounted for in the nodal
core calculations, adequate “equivalent” homogenized
cross sections and discontinuity factors are required. This
requires costly variational fitting methods or linear and

scalar approximations that are not accurate for all the
design or operating conditions.

Through the introduction of appropriate core-reflector
boundary conditions, it is not necessary to explicitly ac-
count for the reflector in the nodal core calculations.
Thus, the numerical effort of solving the diffusion equa-
tion can be concentrated in the domain of interest, reduc-
ing computational requirements. Multigroup albedos can
be used to define those boundary conditions, but albedos
are scalars that depend on the core properties and must
be generated for each specific core loading. If the reflec-
tor is taken into account by multigroup response matri-
ces, which relate the vectors of surface fluxes and net
currents at the core-reflector boundary, they should cou-
ple properly all groups.

A reflector response matrix method that conserves
the heterogeneous response at core-reflector interfaces
in nodal calculations is introduced here. The response
matrices @b# relate the vectors of net currents and sur-
face fluxes at each fuel-reflector interface, coupling prop-
erly all groups:

6fg~interface!& � @b#6Jg~interface!& . ~24!

Fig. 2. Gerschgorin disks and eigenvalues of multigroup diffusion matrices in 6 and 12 groups for fuel, water, and steel.

Fig. 3. The am eigenvalues versus eigenmodes.
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Plugging Eq. ~24! into Eq. ~14!, we obtain the boundary
conditions that relate the net currents and the average
fluxes in the last active core region to be used in the
ACMFD reactor calculations. Proceeding this way, the
problem lies in how to calculate the response matrix at
each fuel-reflector interface, with realistic 1-D and 2-D
~corners! effects in heterogeneous reflectors.

V.A. One-Dimensional Slab Infinite
Reflector Case

The outer water reflector is so thick that it behaves
as an infinite reflector, where the positive real exponen-
tial terms in Eqs. ~4! should vanish, reducing to

cm~x! � Bm e�am x

and

am � Mlm ~am real [ lm positive! . ~25!

The modal scalar net currents are now

Jm~x! � �Dam Bm e�am x � Damcm~x! . ~26!

Then, the current-to-flux ratio is a scalar constant, in the
modal space, inside the infinite reflector. To go back to
the physical space, we use the relations ~3! in Eq. ~26!,
obtaining a constant matrix relation ~or “response ma-
trix”! among the multigroup flux and the net current
vectors:

6fg~x!& � @b` #6Jg~x!&

and

@b` # � R �1 @am #
�1R D�1 , ~27!

where @am # and D are now diagonal matrices and @b` #
is a full matrix. In this case of 1-D infinite reflector
~Fig. 6!, the response matrix only depends on the reflect-
ing properties, being nondependent on the multiplicative
region, that is, nondependent on the core loading pattern
and burnup.

In Tables I and II, we give these reflector response
matrices calculated in six groups for the infinite reflector
case of the water and steel regions of the model problem.
We see how these response matrices are quite different
for both materials. The group coupling is much higher in

Fig. 4. The 24-group fluxes at PWR core reflector.

Fig. 5. Flux spectra in 24 groups at core reflector and
outer reflector.
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the water reflector, as the current-to-flux ratios or the
albedos in the fast groups.

V.B. One-Dimensional Multislab Finite
plus Infinite Reflector Case

For the case of a reflector of finite thickness h, as is
the steel plate of our model problem, we can use Chao’s
relations ~11! at the outer interface, together with the
response matrix of the infinite water reflector, Eqs. ~27!,
at the same interface:

�fg�h

2�� � A f 6 Ofg &�
h

2
A jDg

�1�Jg�h

2��
� @b` #�Jg�h

2�� , ~28!

which gives the right currents in terms of the region
averaged fluxes, as

�Jg�h

2�� � � h

2
A jDg

�1 � b`��1

A f 6 Ofg & . ~29!

Next, we use the neutron balance multigroup diffusion
equation ~1! integrated over this region, which relates
the differences of the left and right net currents ~or net
leakage! to the region integrated absorptions, plus out-
scatters, minus the inscatters from other groups by

�Jg��h

2�� � �Jg��
h

2�� � hDA6 Ofg & . ~30!

Plugging Eq. ~29! into Eq. ~30!, we obtain the vector of
left currents as a matrix M by the vector of region aver-
age fluxes:

�Jg��h

2�� � M 6 Ofg &

and

M � � h

2
A jDg

�1 � b`��1

A f � hDA . ~31!

Finally, we use the Chao relation ~28!, at the left inter-
face of this region, with Eqs. ~31!, to obtain

�fg��h

2�� � A f 6 Ofg &�
h

2
A jDg

�1�Jg��h

2��
� @b0 #�Jg��h

2�� , ~32!

where we have introduced the response matrix @b0 # at
the left interface of the finite steel region ~at the core-
reflector boundary!, thus defined as

@b0 # � A fM�1 �
h

2
A jDg

�1 . ~33!

This response matrix can then be analytically calculated
in any number of groups, allowing one to replace any
heterogeneous reflector in an exact way ~at least for 1-D
problems!, as far as the cross sections of all the reflector
regions are given in the full multigroup structure. Note
that the response matrix is exclusively dependent on
the reflector layout and not on the specific core loading.
For multiple layers Eqs. ~33! and ~31! can be applied
recursively.

To show that a homogenized reflector cannot repli-
cate the response of a heterogeneous ~multiregion! re-
flector, we compare in Tables III and IV the response
matrices at the core-reflector boundary in six groups
calculated with the Eq. ~33! with the one calculated

Fig. 6. One-dimensional infinite reflector geometry.
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with Eqs. ~27! for the infinite steel-water reflector ho-
mogenized with the WIMS fluxes in a 10.803-cm node
~half-assembly!.

V.C. Two-Dimensional and
Three-Dimensional Pressurized Water

Reactor Radial Reflector in Two Groups:
Corner and Transverse Leakage Effects

The radial reflector of a PWR cannot be considered
as in 1-D geometry. As shown in Fig. 7, two types of

interfaces can be distinguished: plane interfaces and re-
entrant corner interfaces. In the former, the matrix re-
sponse could be calculated through Eqs. ~33! and ~31!
assuming 1-D geometry, even if there are nonzero trans-
verse currents. However, in the latter, the 1-D model is
not suited at all. Because of both the large mean free
path and the small water reflection of fast neutrons, they
can penetrate in the reflector and then reenter in the core,
increasing the reflection rate. Consequently, we face a
multidimensional problem.

When applying the ACMFD method in two groups
to the core-reflector interfaces, the reflector response ma-
trices were straightforward obtained in the case of 1-D
geometries. In order to study the 2-D ~corner and trans-
verse leakage! core-reflector effects, detailed two-group
fine-mesh diffusion and transport calculations, with ex-
plicit heterogeneous reflectors and cores, have been made.

In Fig. 8 the fast group current-to-flux ratio at the
interfaces pointed out in Fig. 9 is represented along with
burnup when changing the core loading. As can be seen,
the responses vary with the specific core pattern, both
at the plane and corner interfaces. The biggest differences

Fig. 8. Evolution with burnup of the fast group current-to-flux ratio for A, B, and C loading patterns in ~a! a plane interface
and ~b! a corner interface.

Fig. 7. Two-dimensional radial reflector geometry in PWR.
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are found in the corner interfaces, in particular, between
the B and C patterns, where the difference in fuel assem-
bly reactivity is largest. The different neighborhood drives
changes in the spectrum of the neutron leakage and thus
in the reflector response through the reentrant core
interfaces.

We summarize below our conclusions, extendible to
the multigroup and 3-D cases:

1. Two-dimensional effects are observed at all inter-
faces ~at both plane and corner interfaces!.

2. The response matrices @b# depend on the core
loading pattern.

3. The cause is the neighbor effects that drive changes
in transverse leakage: The surface flux is a consequence
not only of the normal currents but also of the transverse
currents.

Next, we derive a new method independent of
the specific core loading. The response matrix at the
core-reflector interface is decomposed into a response
matrix in the absence of transverse leakage @b0 # ~corre-
sponding to a 1-D reflector case and then nondependent
on the core configuration! and a flux vector induced by
the transverse leakage ~and then dependent on the core
configuration!:

6fg~interface!& � @b#6Jg~interface!&

� @b0 #6Jg~interface!&

� 6F T~interface!& . ~34!

Then, the induced flux vector at the core-reflector inter-
face can be written as a transverse response matrix and a
vector of transverse leakage ~difference on transverse
currents!. The transverse currents at the core-reflector
interfaces are already available from the quadratic or
cubic fit used in the nonlinear scheme ~as explained at
the end of Sec. III.A!. Since only the fast transverse

currents will be affected, the matrix elements correspond-
ing to the thermal-to-fast current contributions are zero:

6F T~interface!& � @bT #6DJg
T~interface!& . ~35!

Equation ~34! can be rewritten as follows, where the
matrix in brackets is the multidimensional response ma-
trix; note that when the transverse currents vanish, the
response matrix reduces to the 1-D one:

6fg~interface!& � $@b0 #� @bT #6DJg
T&^Jg 6%

� 6Jg~interface!& . ~36!

The 1-D response matrix @b0 # can be analytically calcu-
lated, whereas @bT # has been determined by the afore-
mentioned reference fine-mesh calculations, with results
in Figs. 8 and 9. The transverse matrix @bT # obtained for
those three reload patterns were nearly the same, so that
we can conclude the following: ~a! the transverse cur-
rents are responsible of the reflector response changes
when changing the neighborhood and ~b! the transverse
matrix only needs to be calculated once for all reactors
and cycles with the same reflector layout.

The change in the reflector response matrix with the
change in reflector ~downcomer! water density should
be taken into account, but the change with the boron
concentration is a minor one.

The above analytical method provides explicitly the
reflector full response matrices for any structural mate-
rial configuration and operating condition and thus al-
lows for a more complete and accurate analysis of the
relevant effects, as well as for the adequate correlation
of the dependencies with nonlinear ~core flux! effects.

V.D. Validation of the Two-Dimensional
Reflector Response Matrix Model

in Two Groups of Energy

Next, the validity of the reflector response matrix
model is checked. The case under study is the initial
core-loading pattern of the Spanish Ascó-II nuclear power
plant ~NPP!, which is a Westinghouse-type PWR rated
at 2775 MW~thermal!. As can be seen in Fig. 10, this
pattern includes seven different types of fuel assemblies,
identified by the enrichment and the number of burnable
absorber pins. Six of these types are arranged in a checker-
board loading scheme, whereas the fuel assemblies of
the highest reactivity are located at the core periphery. A
steel shroud and a water reflector zone surround the core.

Comparisons were made between the results ob-
tained with the 2-D fine-mesh transport-corrected diffu-
sion COBAYA code,14 where the reflector is explicitly
taken into account, and those obtained with the 2-D nodal
SIMULA2D code, where the response matrices are used
to obtain the boundary conditions in the core surround-
ings. Errors in power distributions due to the model im-
plementation for the first cycle of the Ascó-II NPP are
shown in Table V.

Fig. 9. Core loading patterns for standard PWR detailed
2-D calculations ~numbers 1, 2, and 3 indicate fuel assemblies
of different reactivities!.
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We note that there is a quite good agreement with
the reference case, from the beginning until the end of
the cycle, with a mean error of 0.1% and a maximum
error of ;0.4%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed and demonstrated the ACMFD
method for multigroup—with any number of groups—
and multidimensional diffusion calculations, including
the consistent treatment of heterogeneous nodes in real-
istic fuel and core designs. The numerical and graphical
analysis of the multigroup matrices and their eigen-
spectrum shows that complex eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions ~modes! appear frequently for more than two groups.
Hence, the successful, efficient, and accurate extension
of the ACMFD method to the complex modal space in
1-D to 3-D multigroup diffusion is one key achievement
of this work.

We have also developed and demonstrated a new
method for the calculation of multigroup response ma-
trices at the core-reflector boundaries that, through the
use of the ACMFD coupling equations, provides quite
accurate power distributions in the active core region
without explicit reflector nodes, as shown in realistic
applications. These response matrices include the effects

of heterogeneous reflectors and transverse ~or reentrant!
leakage in two or three dimensions, and are computed by
detailed high-order reference calculations for use in 2-D
or 3-D nodal calculations, independently of the core re-
load pattern, for all reactors with a similar reflector layout.

Ongoing work addresses the implementation of those
methodologies and further validation, for an extended
set of international benchmarks.
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